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ABSTRACT
Fake news and conspiracy theories have become largely abundant in the expanding world of
social media. They predominantly affect the beliefs and thoughts of the public, resulting in
chaos. They have always existed throughout the last few decades. They have been linked to
prejudice, revolutions and genocide across history. They have also been known to have propelled
people to reject mainstream medicines to an extent where some diseases are recurring in some
parts of the world. They impose a serious impact since they are capable of spreading very fast
Thus, it is very important to find suitable ways to detect fake news and conspiracy theories in
social media, which requires a thorough analysis of their features. This study presents a survey
on the various techniques of feature extraction and classification that can be implemented to
classify and detect fake news and conspiracy theories from twitter datasets. The results indicate
that the tf-idf method of feature extraction, when implemented with the svm classification
algorithm, yields the highest accuracy of 99.6% in comparison to the other algorithms i.e.
multinomial naive bayes, logistic regression and decision tree. The Bag of Words model yields
an accuracy of 52.3% for both multinomial naive bayes and logistic regression algorithms and a
lower range of accuracies for the other two algorithms i.e. svm and decision tree . TF-IDF has
thus performed better than Bag of Words.
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Chapter I. Introduction

1. Introduction
Social media has a tremendous impact on the thoughts and beliefs of the public. Besides being
a good source of information, it also comprises news and stories which are based on rumors
and conspiracies. People tend to turn to social media as informational sources from time to
time. Generally, rumors on social media tend to emerge during situations of crisis or during the
occurrence of major events, such as the outbreak of a global pandemic, presidential elections,
war, etc. [1]. Similar situations also generate conspiracy theories, which can further confuse
people, rather than helping them understand the situation with correct information. According
to the authors of “Understanding Conspiracy Theories” [2], “conspiracies typically attempt to
usurp political or economic power, violate rights, infringe upon established agreements,
withhold vital secrets, or alter bedrock institutions.” The conspiracy theories are created in an
attempt to explain the eventual causes of significant societal or political events by claiming the
existence of secret plots and ideas [3]. These theories tend to make difficult situations easily
understandable through creating suspicions that powerful people and organizations are
misleading or tricking the public, by means of their evil plans [4]. Hence, it can be stated that
rumors and conspiracy theories easily attract the public at large, especially when spread
through social media.
Conspiracy theories are identifiable by human beings, though this process takes time and might
also be confusing at times. The influence of the Internet and social media has created a serious
issue out of conspiracy theories and fake news, mainly because of two reasons. Firstly, fake
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news and conspiracy theories spread very fast and reach millions of people within seconds.
Also, social media platforms allow free speech with almost no censorship. Therefore, fake
news/conspiracy theory is easily published and shared at a magnitude which is impossible to be
controlled manually. For example, shortly after the pandemic started, a false claim emerged
and spread through social media that the coronavirus started in a lab in Wuhan, China, since
the pathogen first emerged there. Whilst this claim has been denied by U.S. intelligence
agencies, a large number of people believed it as it spread through social media [5]. Another
popular conspiracy theory that emerged during the pandemic was the unproven claim that
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases director Anthony Fauci and Microsoft cofounder Bill Gates could be using their power to profit from a COVID-19 vaccine [6]. It was
also claimed that the virus emerged in a lab and that wearing masks could increase the chances
of contracting it. These unwarranted claims were made by Judy Mikovits, a former researcher,
who was featured in the conspiracy theory film, “Plandemic”. An excerpt from the film was
shared by the conspiracy theory group Qanon, and the video was viewed on social media, more
than eight million times [7]. These examples demonstrate that the Internet, and most
specifically social media can amplify conspiracy theories/fake news at an unprecedented scale
beyond any human control.
1.1 Problem Statement
It is evidently important to propose computational methods that can differentiate fake news and
conspiracy theories from real facts. These methods would be helpful to support fact checking
organizations and help recognize and prevent the spread of misleading information among the
public [8]. Data driven artificial intelligence shows promise in classification of large amounts
of unstructured data. Machine Learning based classification algorithms need to be explored to
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develop a solution to the problem of automatic classification of fake news/conspiracy theories.
Furthermore, conspiracy theories/fake news are characterized by certain linguistic features that
can differentiate these from articles presenting facts. Therefore, Natural Language Processing
(NLP) methods can be used in the automatic detection of conspiracy theories and fake news as
NLP plays an important role in the analysis of linguistic features. Hence, employing various
NLP techniques combined with Machine Learning algorithms can lead to more accurate
classification of fake news/conspiracy theories. In this research project, a comparative study on
the various feature extraction is conducted and classification techniques of conspiracy theories
are proposed. Machine Learning is an extremely powerful tool to make predictions. Supervised
learning is useful in the classification of large labelled datasets. A large twitter dataset,
containing tweets about the Covid 19 pandemic will be used for the study.
1.2 Features of Conspiracy Theories
Conspiracy theories are attempts to explain the ultimate causes of significant social and political
events and circumstances with claims of secret plots by two or more powerful actors [9]. There
are certain linguistic features in conspiracy theories that make them different from real facts,
some of which are mentioned below:
● Involvement of a hypothesized pattern, demanding that the plans of the alleged
conspirators are intentional. For example, a conspiracy theory which claimed that major
medical professionals and pharmacies such as Big Pharma have already found the cure
for cancer and are withholding it [10].
● Containing an element of threat like the goals of the conspirators are harmful and
deceptive. For example, some supporters of alternative medicines believe that major drug
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companies that dominate the drug industry conspire to keep people sick in order to gain
profits by hiding important medical information from the public [11].
● Carries an element of secrecy, which makes them difficult to invalidate. For example, in
2001, a program called, "Conspiracy Theory: Did We Land on the Moon?" was aired on
Fox Television, which questioned the authenticity of the Apollo moon landing in 1969,
by rehashing several inconsistencies between the official version of the moon landing and
its photographs [12].
Several conspiracy theories can be found while browsing through the Internet [13]. They
mostly involve powerful and influential groups such as groups of politicians or influential
business people, all of whom are thought to be conspiring towards evil goals [14]. The
numerous conspiracy theories regarding Princess Diana’s death in 1997 were so convincing
and widespread, that the Met Police was forced to launch an inquiry called “Operation Paget''
in order to find if there were any truths in the theories. Almost 175 theories were examined,
many of which were supported by the “Daily Express” [15].
Another important feature of conspiracy theories is that they spread rapidly through social
media, which also makes them extremely dangerous. For example, a theory suggested the
malaria drug, hydroxychloroquine, was an effective treatment for the coronavirus. It was
strongly supported by former US President, Donald Trump, which made it more believable to
the public.
According to the European Commission and UNESCO [16], most conspiracy theories have
several things in common, such as an alleged script or secret plot, a group of conspirators, and
evidence that seems to support the theory and false suggestions that nothing happens by
accident and that there are no coincidences. It is highly unlikely that the author of [16] used
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verifiable facts and evidence from scientific research and academic records. In most cases, the
source of the information is not clear and the tone is subjective and emotionally charged.
One of the most bizarre conspiracy theories, QAnon, originated in the USA, has quickly spread
in Europe during the pandemic. It has been found that the pandemic has acted as a catalyst in
boosting its popularity across Europe. Several QAnon placards were featured across Europe
during protests against coronavirus restrictions, mainly in Berlin, London and Paris.
1.3 Thesis Goals
The aim of this research is to study various feature extraction techniques and how effective they
are when implemented in combination with various classification algorithms on a dataset. A
comparative study has been conducted based on the performances of the various techniques
along with the algorithms, on a large twitter dataset. The two feature extraction techniques used
in this research are the bag of words and tf-idf vectorizer. The four selected classification
algorithms include multinomial Naive Bayes, support vector machine (SVM), logistic regression
and decision tree. The corresponding accuracies and confusion matrices for the respective
implementations have been recorded.

1.3 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a survey on existing
works and methodologies used; Chapter 3 consists of the methodologies including the proposed
approach, dataset description, dataset processing, implemented techniques, and results and
analysis of results. Finally, Chapter 4 provides the discussion, conclusion, and future work.

Chapter II. Survey on Existing Works
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2.1 Literature Review
Several studies have been published in this field. Detection of fake news and conspiracy theories
has emerged to be a necessity.
M. Wood in [17] investigated the characteristics of conspiracy theories that originated during the
Zika outbreak of 2015-2016 on Twitter. An adaptive version of the Rumor Interaction Analysis
System (RIAS) has been implemented, which allows quantitative classification of rumorspreading messages. The messages are examined for the expression of belief or disbelief in a
rumor, whether it contains a directive or shows an attempt to authenticate the information in it.
The sample included 25.162 original tweets that referred to at least one Zika conspiracy, among
which, 17,421 expressed belief, 6,555 expressed disbelief and 1186 were ambivalent. The
analysis performed by the adaptive RIAS disclosed significant differences between belief and
disbelief tweets in terms of authentication (belief - 25.56% and disbelief - 5.80%) and rhetorical
questions (belief - 14.90% and disbelief - 9.37%).
E. Ferrara in [18] investigated the evidence of the presence of automated bots in twitter, in the
online discussion about the Covid-19 pandemic. This article also studies the prevalence,
behavioral characteristics and volume of activity of the bots compared to that of the human
accounts, if the evidence of their presence is found. It analyses the role of bots in pushing
ideologies and political narratives in social media. Based on prior research, where the role of
bots in pushing ideologies and political narratives in social media has been demonstrated, the
authors pose a second research question about observing any pattern of preferential behavior
where the bots seem to focus on fueling specific topics of discussion concerned with politics or
ideology. Furthermore, bot score analysis has been performed to report six basic account metadata features that can help predict the differentiation between bots and human users. Then, the
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authors perform an age and provenance analysis on the accounts according to their bot scores. In
order to address the second research question, they have used two distinct strategies, namely,
keywords and hashtag analysis. Furthermore, the authors mention that the detection of bots is a
difficult task and even refined Machine Learning algorithms produce fluctuating levels of
accuracy.
A-All Tanvir et al in [19] proposed a model for the detection of fake news from twitter posts and
have performed a comparison between five well known Machine Learning algorithms, namely,
Support Vector Machine, Naïve Bayes Method, Logistic Regression, Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and demonstrated the classification efficiency for
each one of them. The results imply that the Naive Bayes Model, when tested on the defined
feature vectors, produces accuracies of 73% on count vector feature, 75% or Word Level TFIDF, N-gram vector and character vectors. The Logistic Regression Model produced accuracies
of 74% and 76% on count and word level vectors respectively. Next, the SVM Model produces
an accuracy of 74% in all four feature vectors. In case of deep learning methods, accuracies of
73% and 74% were achieved for LSTM and RNN respectively.
Karen M. Douglas et al in [20], discussed how conspiracy theories spread through social media
platforms and are shared among people.
The authors in [21] applied a narrative framework discovery pipeline to several social media
posts and news stories in order to detect conspiracy theories. The data for this study has been
derived by concatenating several social media resources and Covid-19 related news stories from
reputable journalistic resources.
The authors of [22] presented an NLP based technique for the detection of Covid-19
misinformation videos on YouTube by the analysis of user comments. They have performed
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multi-label classification in order to classify the content and have used classification models such
as logistic regression, SVM and random forest.
2.2 Methodologies Used in Existing Research
Feature engineering plays an essential role in the analysis of conspiracy theories. Extracting and
adjusting the features of a large dataset would ensure a good classification accuracy. It is also
one of the best ways to reduce dimensionality of a large dataset. Feature extraction methods are
used either separately or simultaneously in order to improve performances such as accuracy,
visualization and readability of acquired knowledge [23]. Through the feature extraction
methods, some original features of the dataset are transformed into more significant other
features [24]. Some of the NLP methods and Machine Learning algorithms that have been
implemented in the above-mentioned research studies are discussed below.
Methods of processing the datasets: In order to apply the classification algorithms, it is first
necessary to process the datasets and extract important features, which can then be fed to the
algorithms. Some of the NLP techniques to be used for feature extraction and processing the
dataset are as follows:
1. Bag of Words (BoW): It is one of the most fundamental NLP techniques where the data
is transformed into tokens which are further transformed into a set of features. The BoW
model is useful for data classification, where each word is treated as a feature. Initially,
the dataset is converted into lowercase and then all punctuations and unnecessary
symbols are removed. A vocabulary of words is then formed, which is used to create a
dictionary, which includes the frequency of each word as they appear in the document. A
set of unique words are extracted from the dictionary. Next, a matrix of features is
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formed where each word is allocated a column and values are assigned to them according
to their occurrence in the data. This process is called text vectorization.
The BoW model can be implemented on a Covid-19 dataset, which would produce a
matrix consisting of frequent words from the dataset. The matrix can then be fed to a
classifier for further analysis.
2. TF-IDF Vectorizer: Term frequency - inverse document frequency states the frequency of
a term according to its occurrence in the entire dataset [25]. A metric value is assigned to
represent that term [26]. This value also says how important the term is.
The term frequency can be calculated as follows [27]:
TF = number of times a term appears in the dataset or total number of the terms in the
dataset. Depending on the different input types, various TF-IDF scores can be generated
such as word-level TF-IDF, N-gram level TF-IDF, character level TF-IDF [28].
The TF-IDF scores generated from a Covid-19 dataset could help achieve a clearer
picture of the relevant words that have been used in the conspiracy theories. This would
further enhance the likelihood of obtaining more accurate results after the linguistic
analysis.
3. word embedding: This method preserves the context and relationships of words in the
dataset, through the vector space model. This makes detection of similar words easier.
There are various implementations of word embedding such as word2vec, GloVe,
FastText, etc.
4. Principal Component Analysis: PCA is one of the most popular and widely used feature
extraction methods [29]. It is a simple non-parametric method that is implemented in
order to extract useful features from large redundant datasets [30].
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Methods of Classification: Machine Learning provides us with several classification
algorithms.
1. Naïve Bayes classification: This is based on Bayes’ Theorem which determines the
probability of a hypothesis, based on its prior probability. This classification algorithm
requires a part of data to be trained and the other part is then tested based on the
parameters obtained from the training. It is pretty fast.
2. Logistic Regression: This classification algorithm implements a logistic function to
model the probabilities representing the possible outcomes of an event.
3. Support Vector Machine (SVM): It is a supervised Machine Learning algorithm where
each data item is plotted in n-dimensional space as a particular point and the value of
each feature is considered to be the value of a particular coordinate. The hyperplane that
differentiates the two classes is determined to perform the classification.
4. Decision Tree: This learning algorithm compiles training data in a tree-like structure.
Each branch of the flowchart represents the relationship between feature values and the
class label [31]. The decision tree learns from a set of training data in an iterative process
[32]. Entropy measure for each feature is calculated and the probabilities are estimated in
a similar manner as Naive Bayes.

Chapter III. Methodology
3.1. Proposed approaches
This research proposes a comparative analysis on the different feature extraction methods
implemented on the various classification algorithms. The feature extraction methods that
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have been implemented are the bag of words model (BoW) and the term frequency-inverse
document frequency model (TF-IDF). The classification algorithms used in this research include
● Multinomial Naive Bayes
● Logistic Regression (LR)
● Support Vector Machine (SVM)
● Decision Tree (DT)
3.2 Dataset Description
A dataset consisting of 44,921 tweets has been collected. Initially, the tweets were categorized
into two folders: true and fake, respectively. There are 21,418 tweets in the ‘true news’ category
and 23,503 tweets in the ‘fake news’ category. The csv files contain information like ‘title’,
‘text’, ‘subject’ and ‘date’ which are presented as column headers.

3.3 Dataset Processing
The dataset is processed and a new csv file is created to store the processing outputs. The tweets
from both folders (true and fake) were integrated into one csv file. The columns, ‘title’ and
‘subject’ were extracted and retained in the modified csv file. A new column, indicating the
tweet category (true or fake) was added. The following figures depict the layout of the dataset:
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Figure 3.1 : Dataset Structure

Figure 3.2: Processed Dataset
Figure 1 reflects the overall structure of the dataset displaying the various columns: title, text,
subject, date and category respectively. Figure 2 represents the dataset after it is processed. The
unnecessary columns have been removed and only the columns representing the main data (tweet
text and tweet category) are kept. This processed dataset is further used for feature extraction and
then fed to the classification algorithms.
The ‘text’ column was extracted from the csv file and all special characters and single characters
were removed from the text. Also, the multiple spaces have been substituted by single spaces and
all text has been converted into lower case.
3.4 Applied Techniques
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Once the dataset is processed by extracting the text categorically and then processing it in the
above-mentioned ways, the Bag of Words model is implemented on the text.
Initially, a bag-of-words representation was one of the most popular representation methods for
object categorization. As described by the authors of [33], the main idea is to quantize each
extracted key point into one of the visual words, and then to represent each image as a histogram
of the visual words. Normally, a clustering algorithm is implemented to generate the words.
In this study, the count-vectorizer tool has been used to implement the bag of words model. This
tool, available in the scikit-learn library in Python, is used to transform a given text into vectors
on the basis of the word frequencies, as per their appearances throughout the entire text. It
creates a matrix where each column is represented by each unique word and each document
represents each row in the matrix. The “max_features” parameter of the count-vectorizer
indicates the number of features, ordered by term frequency, that are to be considered in forming
the vocabulary.
Furthermore, the dataset is split in a ratio of 7:3 for training the classifier. 70% of the data is used
for training and the classifier is tested on the remaining 30% of the data. Along with the
accuracy, other metrics like f1 score, precision score, recall score and confusion matrix have
been recorded for each of the classification algorithms.
Next, another approach is adopted by implementing the TF-IDF (term frequency - inverse
document frequency) model to the preprocessed data before it is fed to the classifier for training
and testing purposes. This model converts a collection of raw documents into a matrix of TF-IDF
features. The count vectorizer tool of python in the scikit-learn library is also implemented with
this model to extract the features and form the count matrix which has been further fed to the TF-
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IDF transformer to convert the matrix into normalized TF-IDF representation. The matrix is then
used to train and test the different classifiers as before. The same metrics are evaluated as before.
3.5 Results
The results obtained for the first model implementing bag of words are as below:
Table 3.1: Results for bag of words model
Algorithm

Accuracy

F1 score

Precision

Recall score

score
Multinomial

0.523

0.442

0.512

matrix
0.506

NB
SVM

Confusion

[[6088 972]
[5458 958]]

0.509

0.498

0.503

0.503

[[4439 2621]
[3993
2423]]

Logistic

0.523

0.417

0.510

0.504

Regression

[[6393 667]
[5764 652]]

Decision Tree 0.503

0.503

0.504

0.504

[[3408 3652]
[3049 3367]]

The results obtained for the second model implementing TF-IDF are as below:
Table 3.2: Results for TF-IDF model
Algorithm

Accuracy

F1 score

Precision
score

Recall score

Confusion
matrix
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Multinomial

0.945

0.945

0.945

0.944

NB
SVM

[[22415 1086]
[ 1398 20020]]

0.996

0.996

0.996

0.996

[[7028
[22

Logistic

0.514

0.504

0.509

0.509

Regression
Decision Tree 0.504

32]
6394]]

[[4408 2643]
[3906 2519]]

0.501

0.501

0.501

[[3873 3178]
[3511 2914]]

3.6 Analysis of Results
The first model, in which BoW was implemented on the data prior to being fed to the classifiers,
produced low accuracies in the range of (50-52) %. The second model, in which TF-IDF has
been implemented on the data prior to being fed to the classifiers, produces high accuracies for
the multinomial naive bayes algorithm (94%) and SVM (99.6%) respectively, and a series of low
accuracies for the other two algorithms. The following graphs represent the accuracies for all the
models respectively:
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Figure 3.3: Graph representing accuracies for algorithms implementing the BoW model

Figure 3.4: Graph representing accuracies for algorithms implementing the TF-IDF model
The bag-of-words model, albeit simple to generate, is far from perfect. The model tends to ignore
the positional statistics of the words throughout the text which affects the accuracy as the
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location information of words poses to be an important piece of information. [34] Similar words,
used to express different sentiments are allotted the same vectorial representation. Also, this
model seldom takes into account the semantics of the words in the corpus, which in the allotment
of totally different vectorial representations to similar words, used in similar contexts. All these
factors mostly lead to low accuracy.
On the other hand, the TF-IDF model accumulates more information on the important as well as
the less important words, unlike the BoW model. It is known to perform better with the
classification models since it takes into account a normalized frequency of the words instead of
the raw count. Also, the TF-IDF can eliminate uninformative words unlike the BoW since it can
both “stretch” and “compress” the word count making some of them higher and some lower as
required [35].
In order to evaluate the classification performance of algorithms, the metrics, Precision and
Recall, also referred to as evaluation metrics are often used. These metrics are calculated using
the confusion matrix.
The precision in a classification problem is referred to as the ability of the classification model to
identify only the relevant data points [36]. It is defined as the ratio of the number of true
positives over the sum of the number of true positives and the number of false positives. Recall is
referred to as the ability of the model to find all the relevant cases within the corpus [37]. It is
defined as the ratio of the number of true positives over the sum of the number of true positives
and the number of false negatives. It is through recall that the model finds all the relevant data
points within the dataset. In our study, the multinomial svm classifier model with TF-IDF for
feature extraction, has precision and recall scores as 0.996 and 0.996, respectively, both of which
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are significantly higher compared to the rest of the models. According to the confusion matrix of
the same, the following features have been noted:
True Positive : 7028
False Positive : 32
False Negative : 22
True Negative : 6394
We can further derive from the confusion matrix that this model yields a high sensitivity and
specificity of 0.9969 and 0.995, respectively. A high sensitivity denotes the stronger ability of
the model to predict the true positives in every category. A high specificity denotes that the
number of false positives are low. This explains the better results delivered by the TF-IDF model
when implemented with the svm classifier. Also, the multinomial naive bayes classifier has
yielded a good accuracy of 0.945, when implemented alongside the TF-IDF model. The recorded
sensitivity and specificity were, 0.941 and 0.949, respectively.

Chapter IV. Discussion and Conclusion
4.1. Discussion
The results achieved in this study indicate that the TF-IDF model for feature extraction, when
implemented along with the svm classifier, yields the highest accuracy (99.6%) followed by the
multinomial naive bayes classifier (94.5%). The other two classification algorithms, i.e. logistic
regression and decision tree, yield much lower accuracies, when paired with the TF-IDF model.
The bag of words model, when implemented with all four classifiers, yields consistently low
accuracies (between 50-52%). The TF-IDF method of feature extraction has thus shown better
results, when applied to a large dataset, in comparison to the bag of words method.
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Amidst all four classification algorithms, the svm classifier has provided the highest accuracy. It
creates a hyperplane in an N-dimensional space (where N is the number of features). This
hyperplane or line separates the data into classes and svm uses the kernel in order to find the best
line hyperplane that separates the classes; which lowers the risk of error on the data. [38] The
large margin that is generated, allows the fitting of more data and their classification perfectly.
[39] Followed by the svm classifier, the multinomial naive bayes classifier has provided a high
frequency too. The facts that it can be only used for textual data classification and that it is
highly scalable along with the ability of handling large datasets (similar to the large dataset used
in this study), aid to its better results.

4.2. Conclusion
It can be concluded that the TF-IDF method of feature extraction has yielded much higher
accuracies, when applied to certain classification algorithms (svm and multinomial naive bayes),
in comparison to the bag of words method. The former’s better performance can be accredited by
the fact that it contains more information on words of both high and low importance respectively,
in comparison to the latter.

4.3 Future Work
This work paves the way for a lot of future research in this discipline. The need for feature
extraction techniques is ever growing in the field of natural language processing as they play a
crucial role in the learning procedure of the algorithms from a predefined set of features, in order
to produce output for the test data. The accuracy of the results also depends heavily on the
feature extraction methods. The two methods used in this study, Bag of words and TF-IDF, are
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among the most popular methods of feature extraction. However, there are several other methods
that could possibly yield good results. For example, word embedding algorithms like GloVe and
Word2Vec, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and one-hot encoding.
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